
With everyone feeling shocked and saddened by the global spread of

the corona virus, the many deaths, the loss of jobs and livelihoods,

and now many of us in isolation, let us think if there is anything we

can do.  I believe we now have a God-given opportunity to reflect on   

a lot of things in a positive way.  We can think about how much we

love and appreciate our families, our friends and our church

community. Not to be able to actually see each other is hard, but to

reflect on Scripture more now is a true blessing.  Let us look at some

of them.

 

“For I know the plans I have for you”, declares the Lord, “plans to

prosper you and not harm you, plans to give you hope and a future”

(Jeremiah 29:11). This promise is still relevant today, and He wants us

to seek Him and pray to Him.   

 

But, just because we are believers doesn’t mean we are free from

trouble.  Our future is beyond this life. Jesus said, “In this world you

will have trouble. But take heart!  I have overcome the world” (John 16:

33).  He knew the time would come when through His death on the

cross and His resurrection would overcome sin, death, injustice and

sorrow.

 

There is a wonderful word from the apostle Paul in Philippians 2: 3-4. 

“Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility

consider others better than yourselves. Each of you should look not

only to your own interests, but also to the interests of others”.

 

We are hearing a lot of this lately – care about others, show love and

kindness, we’re all in this together. No room for a superior attitude,

putting others down, criticising, but our role is to encourage and

build each other up. Such timely advice and it was written centuries

ago.
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A Time for Reflection

 

“Finally, brothers (and sisters)

whatever is true, whatever is

noble, whatever is right, whatever

is pure, whatever is lovely,

whatever is admirable – if

anything is excellent or

praiseworthy - think about such

things” (Philippians 4: 8).

 

Dear friends, don’t despair. We

are in our Lord’s hands and we

will yet see wonderful things. 

 

Love and joy to us all,

 

Jan Lines.



Greetings and best wishes to all, staying at home

and abiding by all the rules. We trust everyone is

maintaining their health and keeping occupied.

We have been following every photo and video

coming out of Walkerville UC and marvel at the

talent, inventiveness and friendliness that all the

electronic doodads can do to keep us informed

and educated. Our grateful thanks and praise for

everyone’s part in production. God does move in

very different ways these days.

 

This is what the Magee’s have been doing at

home to stimulate their minds during the Covid-

19 isolation. The Manchester United complex by

LEGO Creator was a gift to John,  and Denise took

up the challenge to start the building.  A number

of weeks later she is still going strong having

completed three quarters of the project with

criticism and help from John and grandson,

Nathan. Any hints on how we are to keep this

project dust and “virus free” once completed? 

Any DIY experts out there willing to offer advice in

making a display case?

 

Thanks once again,

Faithfully,

Denise and John Magee

LEGO MASTERS

PROJECTS

Robert & Rhonda brought a birthday cake for Mike

to our front verandah. We had a social isolation

catch up - from footpath to door step.

SOCIAL ISO BIRTHDAY



The first jigsaws were probably produced in the

late 1700s as educational aids for children. They

were often maps, mounted on board, and cut

into misshapen pieces.  I know several members

of our congregation who are keen jigsaw fans

and I’m sure there are others among you too. 

 

The jigsaw is an interesting concept. It isn’t an

art.  It isn’t a hobby.  It isn’t even craft.  It’s isn’t

quite a game either. It’s a different kind of act –

but what kind of act is it? Psychologists would

have fun analysing this, but I think a solved

jigsaw merely provides satisfaction. 

 

Queen Elizabeth II is apparently a keen jigsaw

solver, as was her ancestor Queen Victoria. I

personally have a 100-year-old jigsaw, which I’ve

used as an illustration in a sermon, but at the

moment I’m tackling a three-dimensional map

of Paris.  It sits on the dining room table and I

can just walk past and add a couple of pieces -

or sit down and lose an hour. 

 

 

 

But give me a map and instructions, or a house

plan at an open inspection, and I remember them

for years; and I guess that’s why I find jigsaws very

satisfying.  You can look for hidden clues – tiny

details, subtleties in colours, fine lines.

 

It may be a long shot to extrapolate the skills of

jigsaw solving to something entirely different, but

I do feel a similar satisfaction in taking part in

Bible studies – being taught to find the clues,

the links between Old and New Testaments, the

imagery, the subtleties of cultural differences and

what they can teach us.

 

And so, I’d recommend both pastimes to you –

jigsaw solving to identify the small picture, and

Bible study to recognise and appreciate the big

picture.

 

Sue Farrant

JIGSAWS…IN A TIME OF COVID-19

 

I can appreciate why jigsaws are seen as excellent

educational aids… because the art of jigsaw

solving brings together an interesting skill set.

 Perhaps I’m drawn to them because I think I may

have more spatial recognition ability than facial

recognition ability. I’m not so sure I’d be very good

at recognising a suspect in a police line-up; and I

have trouble recognising an actor in one movie

when I’ve seen him in another.

Helen B received the following from friend with

lovely sense of the ridiculous and couldn't resist

sharing it.



This week we are picking up the Gospel of

John again to continue our journey through this

remarkable book. Before the season of Lent, we

had been delving into Jesus’ teaching

concerning the coming of the Holy Spirit in his

Farewell Discourse to his disciples shortly

before the crucifixion. From there we will now

go on to the second half of the sixteenth

chapter of John where Jesus both warns and

reassures his disciples about the immediate

future saying, “Very truly I tell you, you will weep

and mourn while the world rejoices. You will

grieve, but your grief will turn to joy.” (John 16:

20).

 

It is a pain fact of life that true joy is bound with

sorrow. There can be no resurrection without

crucifixion, no joy of a newborn baby without

the pain of childbirth, no triumph of reaching

the mountaintop without the challenge of the

climb, and so it goes in every arena of life. Jesus

was no stranger to this truth even though he

was the Son of God.

His rank did not spare him from the necessity

and reality of suffering. Indeed Jesus risked

more extravagantly, suffered more potently,

and descended to the deepest depths in order

to achieve the highest heights, secure the

greatest reward and obtain the ultimate joy. As

the writer to the Hebrews put it, “And let us run

with perseverance the race marked out for us,

fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and

perfecter of faith. For the joy set before him he

endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat

down at the right hand of the throne of God.”

(Hebrews 12: 1-2). 

 

The joy set before Christ was to bring home

to the Father the other members of his family,

the lost sons and daughters. In Jesus’ own

words, “First, I left the Father and arrived in the

world (risk, suffering descent); now I leave the

world and travel to the Father (achievement, joy

and ascent)” (John 16: 28). 

This covers the entire mission of Jesus, in

his incarnation, death, resurrection and

ultimate ascension. In the words of C.S.

Lewis, “The Son of God became a man to

enable men to become sons of God.”

 

This is the big picture that Jesus wanted his

disciples to see and it was bigger and

better than their best imagination could

invent. This vision surpassed all their merely

nationalistic and political aspirations. This

was good news for them and for Israel—and

the whole world.

 

Nevertheless, this news would not be

received with gladness by everyone, most

especially those who did have vested

interests in their own nationalistic and

political goals. Therefore, the truth of

knowing God as Father would also

engender opposition from those who

would not receive the truth. Jesus reassured

them saying, "In this world you will have

trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the

world." (John 16: 33). These words are as true

for us as they were for the disciples. There

are many voices in the world opposed

to the kingdom of God. No matter what the

opposition, the truth of the gospel

outshines them all and is the only truth

that can withstand death.

 

In faith

 

David Kowalick

JOY AND SORROW

https://youtu.be/Ms7capx4Cb8

EXPLAINING THE PANDEMIC TO MY

PAST SELF

https://youtu.be/Ms7capx4Cb8
https://youtu.be/Ms7capx4Cb8


ANZAC DAY

The servicemen and women in armed forces,

past and present, as well as their families, as we

remember their acts of bravery and sacrifice in

the pursuit of peace. 

Our brothers and sisters in the Pacific as they

face the devastating effects of Cyclone Harold

and respond to the Coronavirus pandemic.

Health workers and other essential community

service providers who continue to provide vital

care and support to the most vulnerable.

Published on the UC e-News. This week we pray

for: 

PRAYER POINTS 

This Saturday at 7am, Air Force Chaplain, Robyn

Kidd and Synod of SA Moderator, Bronte Wilson

will be sharing an ANZAC Day prayer via video to

pay tribute to those who've fought for our country. 

 

You can join Robyn and Bronte in prayer through

this event post and click "get reminder" so you

don't miss out.

via the Synod Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/UnitingChurchinSA/pos

ts/3069697926383973

 

Right: our WWI plaque in the church 

Above: photo taken by Sue F on Anzac Day in

France a few years ago.

The acts of kindness, big and small, that we

continue to witness every day and for which we

are immensely thankful.

The survivors of rape and sexual assault, and

those currently in situations where they

experience these horrific acts.

 

 

 WALKERVILLE UNITING CHURCH

 

 

Prayer meeting occurring every Wednesday at

11.15am via Zoom. Contact Rev David for a link to

join in.

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/UnitingChurchinSA/posts/3069697926383973



